ABSTRACT

WikiBudaya is a public repository site that contains information about Indonesian cultures. WikiBudaya is developed with the aim of preserving the culture of our nation and local wisdom which are parts of the grand design of Virtual Nusantara. Virtual Nusantara itself is an information technology based cultural preservation planning by developing some software. Developing the software without the structured implementation will only obstruct the delivery of development objectives and eliminate the functions of the software.

Therefore, the developed WikiBudaya is expected to be maintained and it requires implementation activities as the continuity of the software development. The implementation process itself is a structured way to continue software development activity so that it reaches the aim decided before. For that reason, the implementation of WikiBudaya software will be done in some steps which are planning, execution, and closing which will consist of some activities.

The result of the implementation of WikiBudaya will be in form of software implementation planning document, software documentation for user, and the realization of implementation activities that have been attached in the document of WikiBudaya software implementation planning.
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